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NEW QUESTION: 2
Which statement is true about virtual machine (VM) snapshots?
A. A single delta disk file is used for all the snapshots of a
VM.
B. A snapshot provides a zero recovery point objective.
C. A parent virtual disk is not required for recovery from a
snapshot.
D. A snapshot holds only changed blocks.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Tom is troubleshooting NAT issues using fw monitor and
Wireshark. He tries to initiate a connection from the external
network to a DMZ server using the public IP which the firewall
translates to the actual IP of the server. He analyzes the
captured packets using Wireshark and observes that the
destination IP is being changed as required by the firewall but
does not see the packet leave the external interface. What
could be the reason?
A. The translation might be happening on the client side and
the packet is being routed by the OS back to the external
interface.
B. The translation might be happening on the server side and
the packet is being routed by OS back to the external
interface.
C. After the translation, the packet is dropped by the
Anti-Spoofing Protection.
D. Packet is dropped by the firewall.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
A server administrator recently upgraded a three-year-old
server by replacing the old CPU and memory with a new CPU and
memory. After the upgrade, the server regularly generates CPU
and memory errors; however, the server is working. The
administrator has confirmed the new CPU and memory are not
faulty.
Which of the following is the MOST likely cause of this
problem?
A. Bad motherboard
B. Bad memory and CPU chipset
C. Outdated BIOS and firmware
D. Outdated RAID controller
Answer: C
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